
“Psychiatric Medications Put 49 Million Americans at Risk for Cancer.”

--Kelly Brogan, MD

Joan Mathews Larson, PhD: Psychiatry prescribes drugs without doing lab 
tests to determine cause

“Psychiatry uses no science to establish the actual cause of symptoms,”

--Dr. Larson

“But every single mental illness has got an underlying biochemical basis.”

“It’s the worst kind of science possible to prescribe drugs that alter your
brain randomly because one of your symptoms matches the [ psychiatric 
manual’s ] list of 374 [ mental illnesses. ]”

“It’s a dangerous proposition.”

“People are unaware of the horrendous, sometimes permanent damage, that 
these drugs do… even cause death.”

“Remember Hippocrates, ‘First do no harm.’” (Hippocratic Oath)...

“Psychology and psychiatry are beyond pseudoscience industries. They are 
dangerous and hazardous. Both are linked back to philosophy and the 
pharmaceutical industry. As a fellow survivor, I know how it feels. We were
abused and nearly killed. We are survivors.”
--Emily Greene

“Mental health is a racket for doctors to make money off of a society that 
is abusive and brutal.”
--Anonymous

"The miracle drugs (neuroleptics) cause the worst plague of brain damage in
medical history.”

--Peter Breggin

“Religion psychosis produced delusions are no different to those produced 
by schizophrenia, all are false beliefs, God Belief is a Brain Disease.”
--Calpurnpiso of Website YouTube*com (Atheist/Neurologist/Freethinker)...
“Psychiatry causes homelessness. All homeless people on the streets are 
victims of psychiatrists. Psychiatry destroys lives. A bane of our times, a
dangerous medical field that relies on drugging and torturing normal people
for no reason at all. Psychiatry no doubt is an evil endeavor, a pointless 
proposition and a total travesty.”
--Anonymous
“A common thread about all mass shooting suspects, they were all on anti 
depressants. Your brain is your most precious asset you have. Be kind to 
it.”
--Anonymous 
“Psychiatric drugs can make your brain shrink and shorten your life span.”
--Anonymous
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